[Calcium and electropermeabilized cells].
Trains of short and intense electric pulses may induce a reversible local permeabilization on the membrane of the treated cells. Hydrophilic species can then almost freely cross the envelope and either enter or escape from the cytoplasm. The purpose of the present study was to investigate the possibility of introducing well defined amounts of Ca2+ ions within the cell. Chinese hamster ovary cells were used as a model system. When the pulsing buffer contained high levels of free Ca2+, the survival of cells was strongly affected. A 1 mM level was well tolerated. When cells were pulsed under moderated field conditions, it was observed that Ca2+ entered cells very rapidly (second time range). But the basic cytoplasmic level was set back spontaneously within a few minutes. The perspectives of this electrical injection are discussed for basic cell biology and high-throughput biotechnology.